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Following are the things and techniques that you should learn and do whenever you feel like
getting out of control.

Think before you react and act impulsively:
Don’t let your emotions take control over you and also you don’t have to react
uncontrollably.

Maintain an Impulse Control Journal:
Write your thoughts in the journal, whenever you feel the need to control your impulses and
anger.

Don’t hold a grudge:
Don’t taunt each other and avoid using rough language.

Learn to let go:
Holding onto anger is like holding an anchor or a weight, it only drowns you, never let you
fly or move up towards the surface, the same way when you hold onto so much grudge and
resentment or bad feelings.

Listen to Music
Listen to music whenever you feel that something is bugging you, to distract your mind from
any triggering situation.

Think about something Positive:
Think about something else, something extremely positive and good. Divert your anger into
something constructive and healthy.

Anger -stress Ball:
Wherever you feel emotional or like getting out of control then it is important to keep a ball
that you can use as a stress buster.

STOP:
It is very important to take some time to relax and take time to re-think your decision of how
you should act and react. Stop the reaction and Think- give yourself time to reflect, analyze,
take a breath, and then Act.

Turtle Technique:
Go into your shell, don’t react, and after thinking carefully then take action. Think hard
before making a decision just like a turtle, think before you act.

Coloring:
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Colors help you calm down. Keep colors and paints with you and whenever you feel the
need, use them. Colors play a very vital role in emotional regulation.

Self-Sooth:
It is one of the techniques of self-soothing activities in which you keep a blanket or any soft
texture to soothe your sense of toughness, which will make you calm.

Count to 100
Whenever you feel out of your control and want to react immediately right after the action
then start counting, the rule is to count to 10 before you speak. If very angry, a hundred.
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Breathing Exercises:
Do simple deep breathing exercises to calm yourself down. Meditation, Yoga, or simple
grounding exercises.

Reminders:
Give yourself reminders that it is never ay to hurt people aorund you. Anger not only affects
you but also affects people around you. Always remember ad keep giving yourself these
simple reminders that you should not hurt anyone.

Take time to calm down:
Give yourself some time to relax and calm down. Practice relaxing activities.

Don’t hold any grudges:
You don’t have to hold any negative feelings and any resentment that you are feeling.
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